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Leadership in a future
digitised world of work

THE DANCE OF LEADERSHIP
& NEUROSCIENCE
What is required from leaders
in this future digitised
world of work?
A 2 ½ -day integrated leadership process deeply rooted
in neuroscience with a core focus on leadership
competencies for the future.

Participants will define their own Personal Aspirational Leadership Map
as an outcome of the integrated journey:
Utilising a reflective leadership process as part of their journey
Using diagnostic driven development
Crafting a personal leadership plan rooted in the
optimising of the neuro-based brain/body system
Embracing the value of peer-based learning

DAY 1
Our Whole Brain Portal
Comprehend the manner in which our brains process information.
Understand how the ways our brains function impacts on decisions
and actions. Establish the foundation for integrating personal,
interpersonal and organisational leadership practices that are
rooted in the neuroscience of optimising the brain/body system
The Brain at Rest – Creative Brain
Position mindfulness and elements such as safety, bonding, trust, and
empathy as a core to sustainable relationships and creative thinking
The Diversity Within – Paradoxes and Perspectives
Establish the foundations of perspectives and polarities as primary
drivers of personal authentic leadership

DAY 2
Pathways from hard wiring to rewiring:
neural maps and barriers
Overcoming the effects of hardwiring and
unblocking pathways to rewiring

The Virtues of Leadership
Integrate the roles of Power, Anxiety and Empathy
as core elements of sustainable leadership

Leadership of Team Diversity
Build the capabilities to apply
inclusive diversity to team dynamics

DAY 3
Creating the thinking organisation: moving from the
organogram to organic systems
Use the underlying principles of neuroscience and “living
organisations” to reimagine how to lead complex systems
Personal Aspirational Leadership:
The next step/the leadership leap
Integrate the challenges of neuroscience and leadership
to create a personal development process that creates a
Personal Aspirational Leadership pathway

For further information
Please Contact:
Belinda Knight
belinda.knight@dukece.com
www.dukece.com
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